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ARE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ASSET RETURNS

AND RISKS THE SAME? EVIDENCE FROM

REAL ESTATE DATA

Executive Summary. Real estate constitutes a

good laboratory to investigate the similarity of pub-

lic and private asset returns and risks. We find ev-

idence of a one-to-one long-term relation between

public and private real estate performance. Also,

the return volatilities do not differ significantly be-

tween the public and private markets regardless of

investment horizon. The findings have important

implications for portfolio management: (1) public

and private real estate are close substitutes in a

portfolio with a several-year investment horizon

and (2) public real estate-related ETFs and deriv-

atives are useful to hedge risks associated with di-

rect real estate holdings or lenders’ mortgage

inventory.

Martin Hoesli

Elias Oikarinen

Publicly traded securities represent indirect claims

on lumpy privately traded assets such as factories

and equipment or real estate.1 Therefore, it could be

expected that the returns and risks of privately

traded direct investments and of securities that are

based on similar direct assets are alike, at least in

the long run and after catering for the effects of lev-

erage and management costs. After all, the security

cash flows are generated from the underlying direct

assets (i.e., the expected cash flows and their vola-

tility should be similar). Nevertheless, due to factors

such as higher liquidity and lower transaction costs

of the securitized assets traded in public market

places, the returns on securities may notably deviate

from those on private assets.2 In particular, a lower

liquidity premium and lower transaction costs could

induce a lower required (and therefore also ex-

pected) return on securitized assets. Also the di-

versification benefits offered by securities versus di-

rect assets can differ, at least in the relatively short

term, possibly affecting the required rates of return.

In addition, it is well known that the public asset

markets are notably more informationally efficient

than their private counterparts. Therefore, it is es-

sentially an empirical question to examine whether

the trading ‘‘platform’’ influences the asset returns

and return volatilities.
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The question of whether publicly traded securitized

assets provide similar overall returns and return vol-

atilities as privately traded direct investments is of

great importance for asset and risk management.

For one, the equivalence of returns and return vol-

atilities would indicate that publicly traded assets are

close substitutes for the underlying private assets in

an investment portfolio. In addition, a tight connec-

tion between the returns would suggest that inves-

tors, banks, and other financial institutions having

a private investment market exposure by either

holding private assets directly or through their out-

standing lending inventory can use derivatives on

public assets to hedge the risk exposure arising from

private investment portfolios.

An empirical examination of the question is usually

not possible, since there are no reliable time series

data on the typical privately traded underlying as-

sets. The ‘‘duality’’ of the real estate markets offers

an opportunity to test whether securitized asset re-

turns reflect the performance of underlying private

assets: relatively reliable data are available both for

securitized and direct real estate performance. In ad-

dition to providing an opportunity to study the

equivalence of public and private asset performance,

a study using real estate data is of substantial inter-

est per se given the attractiveness of real estate as-

sets for a great number of investors (e.g., Hudson-

Wilson, Fabozzi, and Gordon, 2003; Andonov,

Eichholtz, and Kok, 2015) and thereby the signifi-

cant role of real estate investments in, for instance,

institutional investors’ portfolios, and because of the

importance of real estate in the credit institutions’

and households’ balance sheets.

Despite the importance of the topic, the literature

on the similarity of public and private asset perfor-

mance is scarce. Geltner and Kluger (1998), Pagliari,

Scherer, and Monopoli (2005), Riddiough, Moriarty,

and Yeatman (2005), and Ling and Naranjo (2015)

compare the mean returns for real estate assets in

the market in the United States controlling for the

property-type mix and the leverage in real estate

investment trust (REIT) indices. Geltner and

Kluger’s (1998) results indicate that REIT portfolio

returns and volatilities were generally greater than

those in the private market during the 1987–1996

period. Pagliari, Scherer, and Monopoli (2005) con-

clude that REIT and direct real estate returns did not

differ from each other, in the statistical sense, over

the 1981–2001 period when also controlling for ap-

praisal smoothing in the private market index. Fur-

thermore, they accept the hypothesis of equivalent

REIT and direct real estate return variances based

on an F-test. Riddiough, Moriarty, and Yeatman

(2005) account for the influence of management

fees in addition to property-type mix and leverage.

They report a three percentage point difference be-

tween REIT and direct real estate returns during

1980–1998, but do not test for the statistical signif-

icance of this difference. Ling and Naranjo (2015)

present evidence of the REIT market outperforming

the private real estate market in the office and retail

sectors over the period 1994–2011. In the multifam-

ily and industrial sectors, they observe the opposite.

While these authors control for property type, lev-

erage, and management fees, they do not test for

the statistical significance of the return differences.

In addition, pairwise cointegration tests have been

applied in several studies to investigate the long-

term dynamics between various assets and the

substitutability of different assets with respect to

diversification benefits and to exposure to market

fundamentals. Oikarinen, Hoesli, and Serrano

(2011), Boudry, Coulson, Kallberg, and Liu (2012),

Hoesli and Oikarinen (2012), and Yunus, Hansz,

and Kennedy (2012) report evidence of cointegra-

tion between REIT and direct real estate markets in

several countries. Most of these studies do not con-

trol for the leverage or property type issues, and

none of them consider the influence of manage-

ment costs. Moreover, none of the studies formally

test for the equivalence of the long-run returns.

In sum, the previous investigations are based on

simple F-tests on return and volatility correspon-

dence or do not formally test for the similarity. We

are the first to propose an alternative method, i.e.,

cointegration analysis, to test for the equivalence of

the returns over the long run. Cointegration anal-

ysis allows us to test formally for a long-term one-

to-one relation between REIT and direct real estate

total return indices. This analysis has several advan-

tages over the simple F-test on means that have
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been used in a few previous studies on the topic.

For example, a one-to-one cointegrating relation

between two series implies that there are tight ec-

onomic forces keeping the series together in the

long run and therefore an observed equivalence of

the mean returns is not just a coincidence that is

likely to vanish in the future, but is due to a real

economic phenomenon (i.e., due to an equilibrium

relation between the series).

In addition to the different statistical methodology

used to investigate the long-run return similarity,

our analysis includes several other notable contri-

butions compared to extant studies. First, we use the

readily available direct real estate and REIT sector

level indices for the U.S. and recent data that in-

clude the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) period of the

2000s. Besides being able to investigate the impacts

of the GFC on the relation between private and pub-

lic real estate performance, using recent data is

deemed desirable, since structural changes in the

REIT market in the early 1990s may have signifi-

cantly affected the linkages between private and

public real estate (Clayton and MacKinnon, 2001,

2003; Pagliari, Scherer, and Monopoli, 2005). Sec-

ond, we study the U.K. market in addition to the

U.S. market. Third, we are the first to rigorously

compare the return volatilities at different invest-

ment horizons. This is important, as real estate in-

vestments generally exhibit notable horizon effects

due to the positive autocorrelation in price growth;

thus the planned investment horizon may signifi-

cantly affect the conclusions (Campbell and Viceira,

2005). The volatility comparison is based on vari-

ance ratio computations using the Wild bootstrap

approach (Kim, 2006). Fourth, we conduct robust-

ness checks for the results and examine the stability

of the long-term relations during the sample period.

This will, for instance, make it possible to gauge

whether such relationship has been altered by the

GFC.

Given the well documented fact that public real es-

tate returns co-move more with the general stock

market returns than with the underlying real estate

performance over the relatively short horizon but

public and private real estate appear to provide sim-

ilar diversification benefits in a mixed-asset portfolio

in the longer horizon (e.g., MacKinnon and Al Za-

man, 2009; Yunus, Hansz, and Kennedy, 2012), it is

reasonable to concentrate on long-term returns in

our analysis. That is, it is at the several-year invest-

ment horizon that public and private real estate in-

vestments can be considered as substitutes if the re-

turns and return volatilities are similar. In addition,

private market data complications may distort the

short-term analysis, and investors who consider in-

vesting in direct real estate typically have an in-

vestment horizon of several years due to the illi-

quidity and large transaction costs in the private real

estate market. Thus, our results are relevant with

respect to long-term strategic asset allocation, in

particular.

Our analysis is based on U.S. data for the period

1994–2011 and U.K. data for the period 1991–2011.

We cater for leverage, property-type mix, and man-

agement fees, and detect a long-term one-to-one re-

lation between the public and private markets in

four out of the six real estate sectors included in the

analysis. The return volatilities generally do not dif-

fer significantly regardless of sector and time hori-

zon. Thus, our findings indicate that securitized and

direct real estate investments generally can be con-

sidered to work as substitutes in an investment port-

folio with an investment horizon of several years.

Given the equivalence of returns and volatilities,

and similar diversification benefits in the long term,

REITs may be a better option than private real estate

for an investor for whom the market liquidity and

transaction costs are of notable importance. The re-

sults also support the suggestion in the literature

that house price-linked financial assets such as

REITs can be used to take housing exposure in a

more continuous manner than by using the direct

market only, thereby achieving welfare gains (Kraft

and Munk, 2011).

Furthermore, the close linkages between REIT and

direct real estate returns suggest that REIT-related

ETFs and derivatives offer opportunities to hedge

risks brought about by direct real estate holdings.

This is particularly important for banks and other

financial institutions that are not actual real estate

investors, but are significantly exposed to the pri-

vate real estate market through their mortgage lend-

ing. The use of such hedging strategies could help

banks to survive better during periods of economic
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distress and drastically decreasing real estate prices,

and could diminish, to some extent, the illiquidity

risk of privately traded assets such as direct real es-

tate investments. Finally, as the duality of the real

estate markets offers a rare opportunity to study em-

pirically the correspondence of public and private

asset performance, the results can provide insights

for the broader investment universe as well.

DATA

For the U.S., we include four real estate sectors

(apartments, offices, industrial, and retail) and for

the U.K. two sectors (offices and retail) in the anal-

ysis. For securitized real estate, the FTSE/NAREIT

Equity REIT sector level indices are used for the

U.S., whereas for the U.K. we construct the REIT

indices from the company level price, dividend, and

market cap data provided by EPRA.3 While the sec-

tor level direct real estate indices for the U.S. are

transaction-based NCREIF (TBI) indices, the IPD in-

dices we use for the U.K. are appraisal-based. Both

the REIT and private indices we use can be consid-

ered as well diversified and thereby broad measures

of the market performance. The sample period is

1994:Q1–2011:Q4 for the U.S. and 1991:Q1–2011:

Q4 for the U.K., and all the real estate indices em-

ployed in the analysis are total return indices. The

data frequency is constrained by the direct market

data. The sample period spans over several business

cycles thus making it possible to make conclusions

about longer-term linkages between the markets.

The use of sector level indices enables us to control

for index compositional differences. This is impor-

tant given that the overall direct, and securitized

real estate indices typically differ notably with re-

spect to the property-type mixes and because the

return dynamics and performance between various

real estate sectors may vary substantially (Yavas and

Yildirim, 2011; Hoesli and Oikarinen, 2012).

While the REIT returns are net of portfolio-level

management fees, such fees are not deducted from

the TBI and IPD returns. Therefore, to make the re-

turns comparable, we need to deduct portfolio-level

management costs from the TBI and IPD data.

According to Riddiough, Moriarty, and Yeatman

(2005), these fees range between 50 and 120 bps

per year. We follow Riddiough, Moriarty, and Yeat-

man (2005) and Ling and Naranjo (2015), and use

an annual 80 bps assumption, i.e., deduct 0.2%

from the quarterly TBI and IPD returns, in our base-

line computations. This assumption also is well in

line with the management fees that Andonov,

Eichholtz, and Kok (2015) report for pension funds

in a range of countries. In any matter, we conduct

robustness checks using the 50 bps and 120 bps

assumptions.

Moreover, while REIT returns include the impact of

leverage, the direct market indices consist of unlev-

eraged properties. The magnitude of leverage natu-

rally affects the mean and volatility of the returns.

Therefore, we restate the REIT returns for the effect

of leverage. Similar to Pagliari, Scherer, and Mon-

opoli (2005), the unlevered returns are computed

using the following formula that is based on the

well-known proposition of Modigliani and Miller

(1958):

r 5 r (1 2 LTV ) 1 r LTV , (1)uit eit it dt it

where is the unlevered REIT return of sector i inruit

period t, is the return on equity of REIT sector ireit

in period t, is the cost of debt in period t, andrdt

is the loan-to-value ratio of sector i in periodLTVit

t. The quarterly leverage time series data are pro-

vided by NAREIT. The average leverage of U.S.

REITs during the sample period is 43% in the in-

dustrial sector, 47% in the apartment sector, 48%

in the office sector, and 51% in the retail sector. The

leverage is quite volatile, being at the lowest around

30% in the mid-1990s and at the highest some

70%–75% in 2009. In the U.K., the mean leverage

ratios are similar to the U.S. (49% for retail and

54% for office) but less volatile with the minimum

being 40% and maximum less than 70%. The cost

of debt used in the computations is the corporate

bond middle rate for the corresponding country

sourced from Datastream.

After the aforementioned data adjustments, we de-

flate the indices by the U.S./U.K. Consumer Price

Index and take natural logs of the real indices. Ex-

hibit 1 shows the real unlevered REIT indices and
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Exhibit 1 u Sector Level (unlevered) REIT and Private Real Estate Real Total Return Indices

the real direct market indices net of 80 bps man-

agement fees. To give an idea about how the unlev-

ering of REIT returns affects the REIT series, Exhibit

A1 in the Appendix presents the unlevered REIT in-

dices together with the levered (original) ones.

The TBI indices for the U.S. are ‘‘quality-adjusted’’

transaction-based indices, as they are calculated by

means of the price changes between the appraised

values of properties two quarters ago and the trans-

action prices of properties that have been sold dur-

ing a given quarter. The quality control is achieved

in that the characteristics of properties in the current

quarter and two quarters ago should be very similar.

The IPD indices that we use for the U.K. are also

constant-quality; however, they exhibit appraisal

smoothing as they are solely appraisal-based.

Smoothing refers to the fact that the index values

and returns exhibit high levels of serial correlation

as a result of appraisers largely relying on the past

value when estimating the contemporaneous value

of properties (Clayton, Geltner, and Hamilton,

2001). Therefore, for the purpose of the tests con-

ducted on volatility equivalence, we desmooth the
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IPD returns. We use a simple reverse filter to un-

cover desmoothed returns that exhibit similar levels

of serial correlation as in the U.K. transaction-based

index developed by Devaney and Martinez Diaz

(2011), i.e., approximately 0.3.4 The desmoothing

parameter is set equal to 0.6 to achieve such levels

of serial correlation of the desmoothed series. To test

the robustness of our results to the value selected

for the desmoothing parameter, we also consider pa-

rameters of 0.5 and 0.7.

METHODOLOGY

Baseline Analysis

A tight long-term relation in terms of cointegration

may or may not exist between variables that do or

do not ‘‘look’’ cointegrated, and the only way to find

out if data are actually cointegrated is through a

careful statistical analysis, rather than to rely on vi-

sual inspection (Hendry and Juselius, 2000). Hence,

we test for cointegration between REIT and TBI/IPD

indices using the Johansen (1996) trace test.5 The

cointegration tests are conducted separately for each

sector. The vector error correction model (VECM)

used in the trace test is the following:

DX 5 m 1 G DX 1 . . . 1 G DXt 1 t21 k t2k

1 ab9X 1 VD 1 « , (2)t21 t t

where DXt is Xt 2 Xt is a two-dimensional vec-X ,t21

tor of return index values in period t, m is a two-

dimensional vector of drift terms, Gi is a 2 3 2 ma-

trix of coefficients for the lagged differences of the

return indices at lag i, k is the number of lags in

differences included in the model, a is a vector of

the speed of adjustment parameters, b9 forms the

cointegrating vector (i.e., includes the long-term co-

efficient estimates on the public and private market

indices), and « is a vector of white noise error terms.

The models for the U.S. also include one point

dummy variable (D), which takes the value of one

in 2008:Q4 and is zero otherwise to cater for the

unique outlier observations induced by the collapse

of Lehman Brothers. The dummy variable helps to

fulfil the assumption of normally distributed resid-

uals and hence to achieve more reliable p-values in

the trace test. Similarly, the U.K. models include two

point dummy variables, 1992:Q3 and 2008:Q4 for

retail, and 2007:Q4 and 2008:Q4 for offices. We also

test for the need for seasonal dummy variables in

the VECMs. Based on the Schwarz information cri-

terion, seasonal dummies are not needed in any of

the VECMs.

The lag length is selected based on the Hannan-

Quin information criterion (HQ) as suggested by Jo-

hansen, Mosconi, and Nielsen (2000). However,

more lags are included if the assumption of no au-

tocorrelation in residuals cannot be accepted by the

Lagrange multiplier test at lag length two. As the

models include point dummies, we report trace test

p-values based on the simulated statistics computed

with the program CATS2 (Dennis, 2006). Because

asymptotic distributions can be rather bad approxi-

mations of the finite sample distributions, the Bart-

lett small sample corrected values suggested by

Johansen (2002) are employed throughout the

cointegration analysis.

The null hypothesis in the trace test is that of no

cointegration between the variables. If this hypoth-

esis can be rejected at the conventionally used levels

of statistical significance, we conclude that the series

are cointegrated (i.e., exhibit a tight long-term re-

lation). This is not enough to conclude that the re-

turns are similar over the long run, however. The

similarity of returns can be tested by imposing a

one-to-one restriction on the cointegrating relation.

In case we detect cointegration, we further test for

the hypothesis TBI or IPD 5 REIT in the cointe-

grating relation. The one-to-one hypothesis is tested

by the Bartlett small-sample corrected likelihood ra-

tio (LR) test reported in Johansen (2000). In case

either of the variables can be restricted to be weakly

exogenous, the test on the one-to-one hypothesis

also includes the assumption of weak exogeneity. If

the one-to-one restriction cannot be rejected at the

conventional significance levels, the hypothesis that

REITs and direct real estate for the given property

type provide the same mean return over the long

horizon is accepted.

Previous studies on the topic have used simple com-

parisons of the mean returns and corresponding F-

tests to investigate the equivalence of REIT and di-

rect real estate returns. Cointegration analysis has
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several advantages over the F-test. First, the F-test

results can be highly dependent on the ending and

starting dates of the sample period, especially given

that direct real estate prices (returns) appear to react

notably slower to changes in the fundamentals than

REIT prices (Hoesli and Oikarinen, 2012). This can

be problematic particularly if the starting or ending

period represents an abnormal time period, such as

a financial crisis time. Although the ending date can

affect the cointegration results as well, the cointe-

gration analysis is less prone to the complications in

relation with sample period timing. This is because

such analysis is based on the relation between the

variables during the whole sample period, not only

on the starting and ending values of return indices

(as the F-test essentially is to a large extent), and

because the concept of cointegration allows for even

large temporary deviations from a long-run equilib-

rium relation.

Second, a one-to-one cointegrating relation be-

tween two series indicates that there are strong ec-

onomic forces keeping the series together in the

long run. Stated differently, it means that the equiv-

alence of mean returns is not just a coincidence that

is likely to vanish in the future, but is due to a real

economic phenomenon (i.e., due to an equilibrium

relation between the series). Third, the F-test results

are known to be highly dependent on outlier ob-

servations and sensitive to the violations of the nor-

mality assumption. In cointegration tests, we can

add point dummy variables to cater for outliers and

thereby fulfill the normality of residuals assumption

while still getting reliable test values through sim-

ulation. Fourth, cointegration analysis allows us to

conduct robustness checks that are not possible with

the F-test, in particular the recursive estimation that

makes it possible to investigate the stability of the

long-term relations. Finally, (abnormally) promi-

nent cycles and thereby return volatility in the sam-

ple period, due to a financial crisis for instance, in-

creases the likelihood of accepting the null of similar

returns in the F-test. Nevertheless, we also report

the conventional F-test p-values for the hypothesis

of similar mean returns on REITs and direct real

estate.

Regarding the analysis of the similarity of risks, we

use the return volatility (i.e., the standard deviation

of returns) as the measure of risk. We test the sim-

ilarity of volatilities in the two markets using the F-

test.

Sensitivity Analyses

We conduct a number of robustness checks for the

empirical findings. As the assumed direct real estate

portfolio management costs can influence the re-

sults, we also conduct cointegration analysis and F-

tests on the mean returns assuming 50 bps and 120

bps management fee assumptions.

Also, the planned investment horizon (i.e., the em-

ployed data frequency) may affect our F-test con-

clusions. This is particularly relevant regarding the

test on the equivalence of return volatilities. Since

real estate returns are known to exhibit substantial

‘‘momentum’’ (positive autocorrelation) in the rel-

atively short term and reversion (negative autocor-

relation) in the long run and the momentum and

reversion patterns can differ between public and pri-

vate markets, the relative volatilities may be depen-

dent on the assumed investment horizon. Addition-

ally, the direct market volatility may be downgraded

in the relatively short term by the time-varying li-

quidity in the market (Fisher, Gatzlaff, Geltner, and

Haurin, 2003; Pagliari, Scherer, and Monopoli,

2005). Therefore, we conduct the F-tests assuming

three-year and five-year investment horizons as

well (instead of the baseline one-quarter horizon).

A complication with the longer-horizon F-test sta-

tistics is the loss of observations in the early sample

period. This may significantly affect the results es-

pecially in those cases where there is substantial vol-

atility in the indices during the early sample period

(such is the case for the U.K. retail sector). This gives

another reason to rely more on the cointegration

statistics rather than on the F-statistics of the mean

returns in the long-horizon analysis.

We also compute variance ratios (VRs) for the re-

turns to illustrate the impact of the investment ho-

rizon on the riskiness of the markets. Given that the

number of observations is relatively small, the wild

bootstrap approach of Kim (2006) is used to com-

pute the VRs and their standard deviations. This ap-

proach has better small sample properties than the
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Exhibit 2 u Baseline Descriptive and F-test Statistics:

U.S. Market Returns

Mean Std. Dev. Jarque-Bera Autocorrelation

Panel A: Quarterly Returns

Retail TBI 0.017 0.058 0.01 20.152

Retail REIT 0.016 0.045 0.00 0.335**

F-test (p-value) .860 .030

Office TBI 0.016 0.054 0.00 20.144

Office REIT 0.015 0.057 0.00 0.316**

F-test (p-value) .950 .660

Industrial TBI 0.016 0.057 0.00 20.158

Industrial REIT 0.017 0.049 0.00 0.343**

F-test (p-value) .950 .180

Apartment TBI 0.015 0.056 0.00 20.204

Apartment REIT 0.017 0.041 0.00 0.399**

F-test (p-value) .830 .010

Panel B: Three-year Returns

Retail TBI 0.202 0.235 0.73

Retail REIT 0.187 0.208 0.08

F-test (p-value) .710 .350

Office TBI 0.192 0.217 0.17

Office REIT 0.174 0.248 0.00

F-test (p-value) .680 .320

Industrial TBI 0.192 0.231 0.01

Industrial REIT 0.200 0.194 0.94

F-test (p-value) .840 .190

Apartment TBI 0.160 0.200 0.00

Apartment REIT 0.192 0.153 0.00

F-test (p-value) .320 .040

Panel C: Five-year Returns

Retail TBI 0.382 0.246 0.45

Retail REIT 0.336 0.235 0.29

F-test (p-value) .330 .760

Office TBI 0.349 0.198 0.21

Office REIT 0.332 0.266 0.07

F-test (p-value) .570 .040

Industrial TBI 0.356 0.217 0.03

Industrial REIT 0.324 0.184 0.20

F-test (p-value) .420 .240

Apartment TBI 0.292 0.205 0.05

Apartment REIT 0.326 0.119 0.26

F-test (p-value) .290 .000

Notes: Jarque-Bera denotes the Jarque-Bera test for normally distributed

returns. Autocorrelation is not reported for the longer-run returns, since

these returns are computed on an overlapping window basis. The TBI

values are based on an 80 bps management cost assumption.

*Significant at the 5% level.

**Significant at the 1% level.

conventional VR statistics. The VRs and standard de-

viations are then used to compute and graph the

asset volatilities and their confidence bands at each

investment horizon up to 20 quarters. The standard

deviation of market i at the x quarter horizon is cal-

culated as si(1) * VRi(x), where s denotes standard

deviation.

As a diagnostic check regarding the cointegration

analysis, we examine the stability of the long-term

relations by the recursive and backwards recursive

max test statistics (in the R-form) of constancy of

the estimated long-run relation (Juselius, 2006).

This will, for instance, make it possible to gauge

whether such a relation has been altered by the

GFC.

For the U.K., we use the original appraisal-based

IPD indices in the cointegration analysis and in the

F-tests for mean returns. This is because appraisal-

smoothing should not affect the long-term relations

between the public and private markets. In the vol-

atility tests, however, we use the desmoothed IPD

returns, which should provide a much more reliable

measure of direct real estate risk. As the volatility

comparison depends on the assumed first-order se-

rial correlation and thereby on the imposed de-

smoothing parameter, we conduct robustness

checks using desmoothing parameters of 0.5 and 0.7

(the parameter being 0.6 in the baseline analysis).

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Baseline Analysis

Exhibits 2 and 3 report the mean returns, return

volatilities, and other descriptive statistics for the

real unlevered asset returns for the U.S. and U.K.,

respectively. While the observed first-order autocor-

relations are positive for REIT and IPD returns, they

are negative (although not statistically significant)

for TBI returns. The negative first-order autocorre-

lations of TBI returns are likely due to short-term

measurement error in the TBI indices. The exhibits

also provide the F-test p-values for the hypothesis

of equivalent returns and return volatilities between

the public and private real estate markets.

The F-test results clearly provide support for the hy-

pothesis of similar mean returns for all tested hori-

zons for each sector, except for U.K. retail. Also the

hypothesis of similar return volatilities is generally
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Exhibit 3 u Baseline Descriptive and F-test Statistics:

U.K. Market Returns

Mean Std. Dev. Jarque-Bera Autocorrelation

Panel A: Quarterly Returns

Retail IPD 0.013 0.062 0.00 0.300**

Retail REIT 0.013 0.059 0.00 0.320**

F-test (p-value) .930 .660

Office IPD 0.009 0.059 0.00 0.313**

Office REIT 0.013 0.046 0.24 0.439**

F-test (p-value) .530 .020

Panel B: Three-year Returns

Retail IPD 0.138 0.286 0.00

Retail REIT 0.202 0.203 0.03

F-test (p-value) .070 .000

Office IPD 0.134 0.260 0.00

Office REIT 0.176 0.156 0.00

F-test (p-value) .180 .000

Panel C: Five-year Returns

Retail IPD 0.262 0.328 0.00

Retail REIT 0.373 0.230 0.11

F-test (p-value) .010 .000

Office IPD 0.268 0.269 0.00

Office REIT 0.304 0.162 0.17

F-test (p-value) .290 .000

Notes: Jarque-Bera denotes the Jarque-Bera test for normally distributed

returns. Autocorrelation is not reported for the longer-run returns, since

these returns are computed on an overlapping window basis. The TBI

values are based on an 80 bps management cost assumption. The IPD

volatility is based on a 0.6 desmoothing parameter.

*Significant at the 5% level.

**Significant at the 1% level.

accepted. Nevertheless, the F-statistics imply that

the TBI volatility is greater than that of REITs at

each horizon in the U.S. apartment sector. In the

U.S. office sector, in turn, REIT market volatility is

greater at the five-year horizon, whereas the ob-

served quarterly TBI volatility is greater in the U.S.

retail sector. The latter observation may well be due

to measurement error induced noise in the TBI se-

ries (this is also supported by the VR statistics). The

results further indicate that the private market vol-

atility is greater than that of unlevered REITs in the

U.K. office sector. Note also that the observed higher

longer-term mean return for the REIT market than

for the private market in the U.K. retail sector is to

a large extent due to the loss of observations and

substantial return volatility in the early sample pe-

riod (i.e., this result is unreliable). In addition, the

non-normal distribution of asset returns makes the

p-values unreliable in many cases, especially at the

quarterly frequency.

The baseline cointegration analysis results are sum-

marized in Exhibit 4. Note that all the test statistics

are small-sample corrected. Except for the U.K. of-

fice sector, the trace test statistics indicate cointegra-

tion between the public and private real estate total

return indices. However, the U.S. apartment sector

is a borderline case with a p-value of 0.08.6 In each

U.S. sector, REITs can be restricted to be weakly ex-

ogenous based on the LR test (i.e., only the TBI ad-

justs towards the cointegrating relation). This is in

line with previous empirical evidence and the as-

sumption that the direct market reacts more slug-

gishly than the REIT market to shocks. In contrast,

in the U.K., it is the REIT market that adjusts to-

wards the long-term relation in the retail sector (i.e.,

REIT returns can be predicted by deviations from

the relation). This suggests that the REIT market is

less mature and informationally efficient in the U.K.

than in the U.S.

Most importantly, all the long-term coefficients on

REITs, which are estimated based on the VECM pre-

sented in equation (2) without imposing any restric-

tions on the long-term coefficients (b), are close to

one and, except for the U.S. retail sector, a one-to-

one restriction on the long-term coefficients can be

accepted. This indicates similarity in the public and

private market long-term returns in the U.S. office,

industrial, and apartment sectors and in the U.K.

retail sector. The coefficient 1.10 on REITs in the

U.S. retail sector implies slightly greater mean re-

turns for direct real estate than for unlevered REITs.

The point estimate indicates that, on average, when

REIT returns are 10%, the corresponding TBI re-

turns are 11%. The other ‘‘unconstrained’’ coeffi-

cients (i.e., the coefficients estimated on REITs with-

out imposing the one-to-one restriction) vary from

0.89 in the U.K. retail sector to 1.05 in the U.S. in-

dustrial sector.7

Exhibit 5 shows the deviations of private market in-

dices from the equilibrium relations. Except for U.S.

retail, the deviations are those for the one-to-one

relations. Generally, the greater the speed of adjust-

ment parameter, the shorter and smaller the tem-

porary deviations from the long-term equilibrium
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Exhibit 4 u Baseline Cointegration Analysis Results

Trace Test

(p-value on

r 5 0)

LR Test,

a (REIT) 5 0

(p-value)

LR Test,

a (TBI / IPD) 5 0

(p-value)

LR Test,

TBI 5 REIT

(p-value)

Unconstrained

Coeff. on

REITs a (TBI) a (REIT)

Panel A: The U.S. Market

Retail 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.03 1.100 20.417 —

(0.031) (0.070)

Office 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.65 0.941 20.229 —

(0.057) (0.051)

Industrial 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.26 1.050 20.305 —

(0.046) (0.062)

Apartments 0.08 0.43 0.00 0.57 0.910 20.177 —

(0.076) (0.063)

Panel B: The U.K. Market

Retail 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.12 0.887 — 0.155

(0.039) (0.047)

Office 0.62

Notes: The direct market indices are based on the 80 bps management cost assumption. The U.S. models include one lag in differences and a point

dummy variable for 2008:Q4. The U.K. models include two lags in differences and two point dummy variables, 1992:Q3 and 2008:Q4 for retail

and 2007:Q4 and 2008:Q4 for office. The reported trace test statistics are Bartlett small-sample corrected and simulated to consider the influence

of the dummy variables. The LR test on TBI / IPD 5 REIT is Bartlett small-sample corrected. The LR test on the one-to-one relation is a test on the

joint hypothesis of REIT /direct weak exogeneity and the 1–1 relation in case the hypothesis of REIT /direct weak exogeneity is accepted. ‘‘Uncon-

strained’’ coefficient denotes the estimated coefficient in the case of no restrictions in the cointegrating vector, but restrictions in the alpha vector if

accepted. The reported speed of adjustment parameters (a) are based on a 1–1 relation if such relation is not rejected. Standard deviations are in

parentheses.

are likely to be, thereby enhancing the substitut-

ability between the two markets and the possibilities

to hedge direct real estate portfolio risks by public

market vehicles.8 In line with this argument, the

U.S. office sector (speed of adjustment parameter of

23%) shows much longer-lasting deviations from

the equilibrium than the more rapidly adjusting U.S.

retail (42%) and industrial (31%) sectors during the

late 1990s and early 2000s. The apartment sector

results suggest that the inability to get stronger ev-

idence of cointegration in the trace test as well as

the small estimated alpha are due to the aftermaths

of the GFC. While the other U.S. sectors were close

to the long-term relations as of 2011, the apartment

TBI remained approximately 20% undervalued rel-

ative to REITs. The apartment TBI followed closely

the REIT index before the GFC, however. The de-

viation in the U.K. retail sector was 215% as of

2011:Q4.

Further Sensitivity Analyses

We discussed the impact of the investment horizon

on the F-test statistics above. As the investment ho-

rizon for private real estate assets is typically several

years, we further illustrate (in Exhibits 6 and 7) the

influence of horizon on the return volatility by

graphing the volatilities and their confidence bands

in each market at each investment horizon up to 20

quarters based on VRs and their standard deviations.

The U.K. direct market curves are based on the base-

line 0.6 desmoothing parameter. Even though the

wild bootstrap VR statistics have improved small-

sample properties compared with the conventional

VR statistics, the inference based on the computed

VR statistics gets less reliable as the considered ho-

rizon becomes large compared with the overall sam-

ple period. Thus, the statistics at the longest hori-

zons considered in Exhibits 6 and 7 should be

interpreted cautiously. Despite this complication, we

show the curves up to a five-year horizon, since as

Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997) suggest, it may

be only at the longer horizon (lower frequencies)

that the impact of business cycles is detectable.

Exhibits 6 and 7 indicate short-term momentum in

each of the return series. The annualized volatility
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Exhibit 5 u Deviations of Private Market Indices from the Long-run Cointegrating Relations

curves peak at around a two- to three-year horizon.

Exceptions are the U.K. REIT returns, whose vola-

tilities peak at the four-quarter (retail) and five-

quarter (office) horizons. At longer horizons, the

curves bend downwards, indicating longer-term

mean reversion in the return series. The reversion

is particularly strong in the U.S. apartment REIT

market. The initial drop in the TBI volatility curves

is likely due to the short-term measurement error

in the indices, rather than because of actual negative

short-term autocorrelation. This ‘‘noise’’ also con-

tributes to the inability to find a statistically signifi-

cant momentum effect for the U.S. direct market

returns.9

While the investment horizon can affect both the

absolute and relative riskiness of the markets, the

main message of Exhibits 6 and 7 is that the shapes

of the private and public real estate volatility curves

are quite similar. Generally, REIT market volatility

seems somewhat lower than private market volatil-

ity when leverage is catered for. Nevertheless, in

each sector the hypothesis of equivalent standard

deviations can be accepted regardless of the as-

sumed investment horizon for the U.S. and at each

horizon from three quarters onwards for the U.K.

Note that regarding the U.K. office sector, the find-

ings based on the more reliable VR statistics differ

from the F-test results reported in Exhibit 3. The

employed desmoothing parameter naturally affects

the U.K. private market volatility curves. Neverthe-

less, the main message remains the same even if the

parameter is 0.5 or 0.7 instead of the baseline 0.6.

There are some slight changes, though: in the 0.5

case, there are no statistically significant volatility
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Exhibit 6 u Annualized Standard Deviations of U.S. Private Real Estate and REIT Returns and Their Confidence Bands (62 std. dev.)

Note: The dark gray line indicates REIT returns while the lighter gray line indicates private real estate returns.
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Exhibit 7 u Annualized Standard Deviations of U.K. Private Real Estate and REIT Returns and Their Confidence
Bands (62 std. dev.)

Note: The dark gray line indicates REIT returns while the lighter gray line indicates private real estate returns.

differences even at the short horizon, and in the 0.7

case, the IPD volatility seems to be notably greater

than that of REITs, although still not in a statistically

significant manner.

Next, we investigate whether the estimated long-

run relations, which are one-to-one relations in four

out of five sectors, are stable over the sample period.

In Exhibit 8, we graph the recursive and backwards

recursive max test statistics for the hypothesis of

constancy of the estimated long-run relation. The

statistics are scaled by the 5% critical values, so that

a value exceeding one indicates rejection of the null.

The stability is clearly accepted in the U.S. retail sec-

tor throughout the sample period. In the U.S. office

sector, there is evidence of instability during the

early sample period, but the relation remains con-

stant thereafter. The U.S. apartment and industrial

sectors as well as the U.K. retail sector, in turn, show

temporary instability during the GFC, which is not

unexpected given a visual inspection of the devia-

tions from the relations (Exhibit 5). However, there

is no evidence of a permanent structural change and

the instability around the GFC is not statistically sig-

nificant. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that

the estimated relations hold at the end of the sample

period.10

We also test the robustness of our findings with re-

spect to the assumed direct real estate portfolio

management fees. These fees may range between 50

and 120 bps per year (Riddiough, Moriarty, and

Yeatman, 2005), and in the baseline analysis we fol-

low those authors by using the 80 bps points as-

sumption. Exhibit 9 presents cointegration test re-

sults for the 50 bps and 120 bps assumptions.

While the trace test results are generally in line with

the baseline analysis, there are some changes.11 In

the U.S. apartment sector, the conclusion on coin-

tegration is dependent on the management fee as-

sumption: the hypothesis of no cointegration is re-

jected at the 4% significance level in the 50 bps case,

but only at the 11% level in the 120 bps case. As-

suming cointegration, the hypothesis of a one-to-

one relation can be accepted in the apartment sector

for all management fee assumptions. Regarding the

one-to-one hypothesis, the management fee as-

sumption is of significance in the retail sector, as the

hypothesis is accepted assuming 120 bps fees, but

not otherwise. In the industrial sector, in turn, the

one-to-one relation is a borderline case if the true

management fees are 50 bps per year.

Generally, the speed of adjustment parameters are

the greatest in the baseline case. This suggests that

the interdependence between the REIT and TBI/IPD

indices is the tightest when the 80 bps level of man-

agement costs is assumed. This is indirect support

for the relevance of the 80 bps assumption and is

sensible given that 80 bps is considered to be a typ-

ical value for the management costs, while the 50
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Exhibit 8 u Forward Recursive and Backward Recursive Max Test Statistics (in the R-form) of Constancy of the
Estimated Long-run Relation Scaled by the 5% Critical Value

bps and 120 bps cases are deemed the lowest and

highest possible. In other words, the baseline anal-

ysis generally can be considered to yield the most

reliable conclusions. Again, an exception is the U.S.

apartment sector, where the linkage between the

markets is strongest in the 50 bps case. Also, in the

U.K. retail sector, the REIT speed of adjustment pa-

rameter is the greatest when 50 bps management

fees are assumed. These findings suggest that the

management fees in these sectors are actually close

to 50 bps.

The Influence of the Global Financial Crisis

As shown by Exhibit 8, the stability of the long-run

relations cannot be rejected even during the GFC.

Nevertheless, Exhibit 5 indicates that substantial de-

viations from the long-term relations emerged after

the Lehman Brothers collapse. Therefore, it is

worthwhile to briefly discuss the influence of the

GFC on the relation between public and private real

estate market performance.

Expectedly, the outbreak of the GFC had a notable

adverse influence on asset prices both in public and

private markets (Exhibit 1). Since the REIT market

reacted to the adverse shock much earlier than the

direct market, deviations from the long-run rela-

tions of around 30% in each U.S. sector took place

in 2008:Q4–2009:Q1. In contrast, such overpricing

of private real estate relative to REITs did not take

place in the U.K. retail sector: also REITs reacted

sluggishly in the U.K. market.

Given the total return indices shown in Exhibit 1

and the previous empirical evidence on the more

sluggish adjustment of the direct market than the

REIT market to shocks in the fundamentals, the

large initial deviations in the U.S. after the Lehman

collapse were most probably due to the substantial

private real estate market frictions. These frictions

include low liquidity: when an investor needs cash

rapidly, due to an inability to refinance short-term

debt for instance, the investor will typically sell the

more liquid publicly traded assets first as those can
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Exhibit 9 u Cointegration Analysis Results Assuming 50 bps and 120 bps Management Fees in the Private Market

Trace Test

(p-value on

r 5 0)

LR Test,

a (REIT) 5 0

(p-value)

LR Test,

a (TBI / IPD) 5 0

(p-value)

LR Test,

TBI 5 REIT

(p-value)

Unconstrained

Coeff. on

REITs a (TBI) a (REIT)

Panel A: The U.S. Market

50 Basis Points Management Fees

Retail 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 1.140 20.407 —

(0.032) (0.068)

Office 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.73 0.954 20.212 —

(0.066) (0.047)

Industrial 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.09 1.090 20.286 —

(0.044) (0.060)

Apartments 0.04 0.33 0.00 0.57 0.951 20.205 —

(0.072) (0.066)

120 Basis Points Management Fees

Retail 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.27 1.040 20.390 —

(0.035) (0.064)

Office 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.22 0.872 20.194 —

(0.061) (0.047)

Industrial 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.52 1.000 20.303 —

(0.048) (0.063)

Apartments 0.11 0.58 0.01 0.48 0.856 20.138 —

(0.082) (0.058)

Panel B: The U.K. Market

50 Basis Points Management Fees

Retail 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.19 0.920 — 0.250

Office 0.57 (0.036) (0.059)

120 Basis Points Management Fees

Retail 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.09 0.842 — 0.209

(0.044) (0.057)

Office 0.65

Notes: The U.S. models include one lag in differences and a point dummy variable for 2008:Q4. The U.K. models include two lags in differences

and two point dummy variables, 1992:Q3 and 2008:Q4 for retail and 2007:Q4 and 2008:Q4 for office. The reported trace test statistics that are

Bartlett small-sample corrected and simulated to consider the influence of the dummy variables. The LR test on TBI / IPD 5 REIT is Bartlett small-

sample corrected. The LR test on the one-to-one relation is a test on the joint hypothesis of REIT /direct weak exogeneity and the 1–1 relation in

case the hypothesis of REIT /direct weak exogeneity is accepted. ‘‘Unconstrained’’ coefficient denotes the estimated coefficient in the case of no

restrictions in the cointegrating vector, but restrictions in the alpha vector if accepted. The reported speed of adjustment parameters (a) are based

on a 1–1 relation if such relation is not rejected. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

be sold relatively fast without having to accept as

large a discount as with the less liquid privately

traded assets (Brunnermeier, 2009). It should also

be noted that part of the initial adjustment in the

direct real estate market took place through lower

liquidity (i.e., longer time-on-the-market and fewer

transactions). This kind of adjustment is not visible

from the total return series. Based on Kim and Lee

(2014), the notable decrease in private real estate

market liquidity during crisis periods such as the

GFC is expected to increase the required return on

private real estate assets. Nevertheless, our findings

do not suggest that private market returns are gen-

erally greater than those of REITs.

The overpricing of TBI relative to REITs disappeared

towards the end of the sample period, as the direct

market gradually adjusted and the financial markets

became more stable. Hence, the large deviations

predicted the forthcoming collapse in direct market

values. There was even some overshooting in the

other direction (i.e., towards an undervaluation of

direct real estate) in the industrial and apartment

sectors since late 2009. This is partially due to the
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Exhibit 10 u Deviation of Retail and Office TBI from the Long-run Relation, the Risk Premium, and the Risk-free
Interest Rate

rapid ‘‘rebound’’ of the REIT market. While this de-

viation has vanished in the industrial sector, direct

apartment investments remained about 20% un-

dervalued relative to their public counterpart as of

2011:Q4. REITs rebounded faster in the U.K. market

as well, inducing notable undervaluation of the di-

rect retail market compared with REITs. The mag-

nitude of the undervaluation was greatest (30%) in

2009:Q3. Relying on the reported statistics indicat-

ing that there have not been permanent structural

changes in the long-term relations, the findings sug-

gest that the U.S. private apartment assets and U.K.

private retail real estate assets were expected to ap-

preciate notably faster than their REIT counterparts

in the few years after the end of our study period.

An interesting question is whether there could be a

particular underlying fundamental variable that can

be employed to determine the large temporary de-

viations. Hoesli and Oikarinen (2012) and Hoesli,

Oikarinen, and Serrano (2015) show that REITs

tend to react substantially faster to risk premium

and real interest rate shocks than do direct real es-

tate values, and that a notable increase in the inter-

est rate preceded, while an increase in the risk

premium coincided with, the emergence of the sub-

stantial deviations. These findings emphasize the

role of adverse interest rate and risk premium

shocks behind the deviation patterns during the

GFC. Exhibit 10 illustrates the relation between the

real risk-free interest rate, risk premium, and the

deviations from the equilibrium relations for the

U.S. market. The interest rate and risk premium are

measured here as the three-month Treasury bill rate

and the spread between corporate bond (Baa,

Moody’s) yield, and the 10-year government bond

yield, respectively.

Regarding portfolio allocation implications, the ob-

servations suggest that an investor should not re-

allocate his portfolio from REITs to direct real estate

after a drastic drop in REIT prices due to shocks such

as the Lehman Brothers collapse. This is because the

direct market is likely to follow the REIT market fall,

and the expected returns for REITs are therefore

greater than those for direct real estate for some

time after such an adverse shock.

Finally, the experience from the GFC period sug-

gests that hedging private real estate exposure by

public real estate derivatives can work during a crisis

period (i.e., when such hedging is needed the most).

Despite the slower response of private real estate

values, the linkage between the private and public

markets remained generally quite constant during

the GFC and its aftermath, as the notable long-run

deviations vanished relatively quickly (with the ex-

ception of the U.S. apartment sector and the U.K.
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retail sector to a lesser extent). Importantly, as it is

typically hard to sell the more illiquid private real

estate assets rapidly during a crisis without a notable

discount, the gains on the derivatives used to hedge

the downside risks can be used as a source of nec-

essary liquidity instead of having to conduct dis-

tressed sales of private assets at a discount. That is,

the use of such derivatives also could diminish, at

least to some extent, the illiquidity risk of privately

traded assets, such as direct real estate investments.

CONCLUSION

We use sector level real estate data for the U.S. and

U.K. to investigate the similarity of public and pri-

vate market returns and risks. The data are adjusted

for the effects of leverage and management fees. The

results provide evidence of tight long-term relations

(cointegration) between the public and private mar-

kets in the four U.S. property types included in the

analysis and in one of the two U.K. property sectors.

Thus, while in the short run the observed comove-

ment between REITs and direct real estate markets

can be low due to factors such as data complications

and market frictions in the private market, in the

long term public and private real estate returns are

tightly linked. In four of the five cointegrated sec-

tors, the hypothesis of a one-to-one long-term re-

lation between the adjusted total return indices is

clearly accepted. We also find that volatilities gen-

erally do not differ significantly between REITs and

direct real estate regardless of sector and investment

horizon.

Our findings have important practical implications.

First, public and private real estate investments can

generally be considered to work as close substitutes

in an investment portfolio with several years’ in-

vestment horizon, since they provide similar total

returns and return variances, and co-move tightly

over the long horizon. This substitutability is some-

what weakened by the difference in the liquidity

between public and private real estate assets. On the

other hand, the good ‘‘funding liquidity’’ (Brunner-

meier, 2009) of private real estate enhances the sub-

stitutability as a counter-force for the low ‘‘market

liquidity.’’ Anyhow, as securitized real estate assets

enable diversification with smaller amounts of cap-

ital, and the liquidity is better and transaction costs

are lower in the public market than in the private

market, investors who have limited amounts of cap-

ital and highly value liquidity and low transaction

costs should tilt their real estate holdings towards

REITs. As would be expected, liquidity and trans-

action costs become less important as the planned

investment horizon is increased, making private as-

sets relatively more attractive for investors with long

holding periods.

Second, the tight long-term relation between public

and private returns suggests that REIT-related ETFs

and derivatives can be used to hedge risks created

by direct real estate holdings. Short positions on

ETFs, for instance, offer a good opportunity to hedge

risks in lending institutions’ portfolios that arise due

to their outstanding mortgage lending inventory.

Among other potential benefits, such hedging could

help banks to survive better through periods of ec-

onomic distress and drastically decreasing real estate

prices. From an investor’s point of view, during crisis

periods the gains on the derivatives used to hedge

the downside risks could be used as a source of nec-

essary liquidity rather than to have to sell private

assets at a substantial discount, thus diminishing the

illiquidity risk of private assets.

Due to the potentially lengthy deviations from the

equilibrium relations between public and private

real estate and the idiosyncratic risk of individual

properties, hedging cannot totally remove risks.

Moreover, in many markets the current public mar-

ket related vehicles are not sufficient to properly ex-

ploit the hedging opportunities. That is, new finan-

cial vehicles, especially for taking longer-term short

positions, and more liquid markets for them are

needed in order to be able to take better advantage

of hedging potentials. Generally, the longer the ho-

rizon and the faster the adjustment of the private

market towards the equilibrium relation, the better

are the hedging opportunities.

An empirical examination into the correspondence

of public and private asset returns and return vola-

tilities is usually not possible, since there are no re-

liable time series data on the typical underlying
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privately traded assets. The ‘‘duality’’ and data

availability of the real estate market offers a labo-

ratory to such empirical examinations. As such, this

analysis has implications on the relation between

publicly and privately traded assets in the broader

investment universe as well.

APPENDIX

Exhibit A1 u Unlevered and Levered REIT Total Return Indices in Real Terms

ENDNOTES

1. In this article, ‘‘public’’ and ‘’’securitized’’ investments are

used as synonyms, both referring to securities traded in pub-

lic market places. ‘‘Private’’ and ‘‘direct’’ investments, in turn,

both refer to the underlying privately traded assets.

2. For the real estate sector, the influence of managers’ capa-

bility on fund performance and the economies of scale pro-

vided by large REITs are sometimes given as potential factors

inducing higher returns for REITs than for private real estate.

The assertion that these factors could lead to greater ex-

pected security returns is at odds with the efficient market

hypothesis: any expected managers’ or economies of scale

influence on security cash flows should be reflected in the

prevailing asset prices, while the expected return-risk rela-

tions should not be increased. Indeed, if managers’ capability

lessens the risks, the expected (required) return should ac-

cordingly be smaller.

3. The classification of companies by property type as of 2006

was used to construct the sector indices for the period from

1991 to 2005.

4. Devaney and Diaz (2011) use a hedonic model to construct

transaction-based indices for the period 2002–2010; the pe-

riod unfortunately is too short for us to use their indices

directly. We use their results concerning selection corrected

indices, however, as our benchmark for the level of serial

correlation that should be inherent to real estate indices at

the quarterly frequency.

5. There also are techniques, such as fully-modified OLS

(FMOLS) or dynamic OLS (DOLS) that allow for the esti-

mation of single equation cointegrating models with a preset

dependent variable. However, there are several reasons to
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use the Johansen method. First, while the aforementioned

techniques assume one dependent variable that adjusts to-

wards the long-term relation, the Johansen method allows

both private and public markets to adjust. This is of impor-

tance, since in theory and based on extant empirical litera-

ture either market can react to deviations from the long-term

cointegrating relation. Second, the Johansen approach al-

lows for a formal test on weak exogeneity of the variables.

Third, it also allows for a formal recursive investigation of

the stability of the long-term relation(s). Moreover, the Jo-

hansen technique avoids the two-step complication present

in the residual-based single-equation cointegration tests such

as FMOLS and DOLS, and takes into consideration the short-

term dynamics of the system. Finally, small-sample corrected

test values are available for the trace test and for the likeli-

hood ratio test for model restrictions, to increase the effi-

ciency of the tests.

6. The hypothesis of no cointegration can clearly be rejected in

the U.S. apartment sector if REITs are readily set to be

weakly exogenous in the analysis to enhance the power of

the trace test [for a discussion of the trace test in the presence

of weakly exogenous variables, see Harbo, Johansen, Niel-

sen, and Rahbek (1998)]. This applies to the other U.S. sec-

tors as well.

7. We also checked whether the inclusion of the point dummies

notably alters the results. The influence of the point dum-

mies generally is cosmetic. An exception is the U.K. retail

sector where the one-to-one restriction is a borderline case

with respect to statistical significance if the financial crisis

point dummy is removed.

8. Note that the hedging potential does not necessitate a one-

to-one relation between the returns: any cointegrating re-

lation that is stable over time offers hedging opportunities.

The greater the coefficient on REITs, the greater is the re-

quired exposure to REIT derivatives to hedge the direct real

estate exposure.

9. Some individual autocorrelations for TBI returns are signif-

icantly greater than zero. The hypothesis of no significant

momentum in the direct market is clearly rejected in each

sector if the baseline is the two-quarter horizon instead of

the one-quarter horizon.

10. The recursive analysis conclusions are unaffected by the in-

clusion or exclusion of the point dummies.

11. The max test statistics regarding the stability of the cointe-

grating relations are not notably affected by the variation in

the management fees.
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